The Superintendents’ Digital Leap Support Strategy

As you plan and set milestones for digital transformation, the expertise of experienced, and successful educational technology leaders can add valuable insight, perspective, and objectivity.

CoSN’s Peer Review services have been developed in direct response to district leaders’ requests for help in applying best practices that will measurably advance their technology goals strategically, systematically and successfully.

CoSN’s Peer Review is far more than a gathering of disparate ‘opinions.’ This new service is built on the highly regarded Digital Leap Success Matrix. Our peer review team members align their analyses and recommendations for your district using the Matrix as the objective core of their work on your behalf.

The Peer Review process will give you:

• On-site reviews and research to assess your technology approaches and operation, developed in collaboration with your district’s technology leadership team.

• A thorough evaluation based on the CoSN Digital Leap Success Matrix.

• Summary and detailed recommendations from your Peer Review Team, comprised of experienced educational technology leaders.

Peer Review services will help you and your leadership team address and overcome both the expected and unexpected challenges in your district’s digital leap. The final report, based on site visits and interviews, will give you a working roadmap for making decisions, evaluating your progress, and planning next steps strategically.

If you’re interested in learning more about the process, the team, and our well-defined approach, visit cosn.org/PeerReview or contact Robert Duke, CoSN Chief Operating Officer.

We look forward to speaking with you.